ELHD2A3

The ELHD2A3 has a wealth of high-tech features. An advanced Azoteq IQ Switch© incorporates pulse width modulation control, allowing adjustment from 100% light output for maximum brightness to 6% for maximum battery life. In addition, the light has a focusing mechanism to regulate the beam from a tight spot to a wide flood at the touch of a finger.

A dual convex shatterproof polycarbonate lens, protected by a poly(organo) siloxane coated lens, resists breakage and weathering. The battery packs slide easily onto the rear of the strap and the top strap is detachable.

**HIGH-TECH**
- Serial switch actuates 5 modes of light – Red, High, Medium, Low and Strobe
- Advanced Azoteq IQ Switch©
- Pulse width modulation control

**BRIGHT**
- Cree® XRE lifetime LED provides a maximum 100 lumens
- Boost button provides 130 lumens for up to 15 seconds

**VERSATILE**
- Detachable head strap
- Green “Find Me” or “Follow Me” LED
- Uses 3 AA or 3 AAA batteries

**WEATHERPROOF**
- Stands up to tough weather conditions

**Product Detail:**
- **Designation:** Energizer
  - 3 AA/AAA Lithium Headlight
- **Model:** ELHD2A3A
- **Color:** Gunmetal Gray
- **Power Source:** Three “AA” or Three “AAA”
- **ANSI/NEDA:** 14-LF Series or 24-LF Series
- **Lamp:** One Cree® XRE LED, Two Red LEDs, One Green LED
- **Lamp Life:** Lifetime
- **Lamp Output:** 100 Lumens
- **Typical Weight:**
  - AA - 269 grams (9.48 oz.)
  - AAA - 235.4 grams (8.27 oz.)
  - with Energizer e2 lithium batteries
- **Dimensions (in.):** 1.6 x 1.6 x 1.25

**Performance:**
- **Run Time**
  - Continuous Drain to End of Useable Light (70°F)
  - Graph showing performance for different battery types

**Important Notice**
This datasheet contains information specific to products manufactured at the time of its publication.
Contents herein do not constitute a warranty.
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Before Using Your Flashlight:
Please read all instructions and cautionary markings on the package and light.